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The official newsletter of the EUROfusion consortium for the realisation of fusion energy.
Join us as we explore the exciting world of fusion research.
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Dear *|FNAME|*,

Welcome to the first issue of the Fusion in Europe newsletter for 2023! We hope that you are doing well
and enjoying the year so far. In this issue, we have a lot of exciting news, videos, podcasts, and more to
share with you.

We've included links to some fascinating videos on the wonders of fusion energy, including not just one
but two TEDx talks and a documentary by the Financial Times. Additionally, we have podcasts featuring
interviews with experts in the field, including Tony Donné (EUROfusion Programme Manager) and Joelle
Elbez-Uzan (Head of the Nuclear Safety Office at EUROfusion). The image below is courtesy of the
UKAEA for our joint press release  that was picked up by Newsweek, The Engineer and Nuclear
Engineering International.

To keep things fresh, we have supplemented the traditional news and updates from EUROfusion and our
related organizations with information on upcoming webinars and events like fusion schools. Whether
you're interested in learning more about the latest research or looking for opportunities to get involved in
fusion energy, we've got something for you.

As always, we welcome your comments, suggestions, and questions. Please feel free to reach out to us at
news@euro-fusion.org. We look forward to hearing from you!

Best regards,

The Fusion in Europe team.

The U.S. Energy Department’s
fusion breakthrough: it’s not really

about generating electricity

Back in mid-December, Tony Donné
(EUROfusion Programme Manager) spoke with
John Mecklin Editor-in-chief of the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists) about the December National

Ignition Facility (NIF) results.

EUROfusion stands in solidarity
with researchers in Ukraine

WEST restarts to test physics of
ITER divertor

In Memoriam:
Richard Tivey

International Day
of Women and
Girls in Science

Temple of the
Tokamak

Breakthrough in
impurity

reduction

FNG (Frascati Neutron Generator),
the most intense 14 MeV neutron

source in Europe, turns 30

IPP looks at NIF & startups in
“Brennpunkte der Kernfusion”

(in German)

Laserfusion
Durchbruch?
(In German)

Fusion simulation
on exascale

supercomputers

Wendelstein 7-X
reaches 8-minute

milestone

What ASDEX
Upgrade looks

like naked

28th PhD interview from ÖAW with
Dipl.-Ing. Lidija Radovanovic

A new generation facing the
challenges of high-power fusion

devices

‘Clean’ plasma
boosts ITER & future
fusion powerplants

Fusion research
software could help

energy grid resilience

Fusion energy
playlist on Spotify

Darío Cruz, Executive Officer of
FuseNet, featured in 
EU Horizon magazine

FuseNet Master
Event 23 November

European Teacher
Day 6 October

Would you be interested in helping FuseNet translate these educational modules into your local
language?  Email:  feo@fusenet.eu

Technology transfer
award

Marc Lachaise new
F4E Director

Fabrication of largest
magnets

Disruption mitigation
technology advances

Virtual ITER tour
updated Jan. 2023

The magic cocktail of
deuterium and tritium

Webinar for the
Americas 5 April

Mentoring Program
launched

Join to make a
difference! 

DONES Steering
Committee agrees to

the start of the
construction phase!

IFMIF-DONES,
explained by 12-
year-old school

children

Work Progress
Update (video from

LinkedIn post)

IAEA’s World Survey of
Fusion Devices 2022

(PDF document)

Gauss Fusion - Gauss Fusion have completed a founder’s pre-seed financing round with €8
million in seed capital (press release)

RiffReporter - Energy security: German entrepreneur wants to build fusion power plants on old
nuclear power plant sites (in German)

Science.org - Startups try to turn laser fusion success into clean power plants - by Daniel Clery

Technology Times - Tokamak-1 To Help Thailand’s Ambitions In Fusion Energy Research

VIDEOS

Exploring the Wonders of Fusion Energy| Tony Donné | TEDx Cesena

Entering the Fusion Energy Delivery Era | Joe Milnes | TEDxVienna

The Franklin Institute - Act 2 : Powering The Future | The Road to 2050

Financial Times - Fusion Power: How Close Are We? (28 minutes)

Korea Institute of Fusion Energy - Amazing donut: Korean dance video about tokamaks

videowissen - Hartmut Zohm explains the

recent Wendelstein 7-X milestone.

Highly recommended.

PODCASTS

Progress, Potential, and Possibilities podcast

Tony Donné interviewed by Ira Pastor (50:12)

Joelle Elbez-Uzan interviewed by Ira Pastor (53:14)

Fusion Focused podcast

S2 E1: Dr Richard Pearson (49:21)

S2 E2: Dr Valerie Jamieson (26:24)

S2 E3: Dr Nick Hawker (21:46)

Notre podcast Monéthique

Comprendre la fusion nucléaire et ses enjeux, avec Greg de Temmerman (in French)
(31:41)

The ITER Podcast

Season 2, Episode 1: "The Women at ITER." (31:41)

WEBINARS

AI for advancing fusion energy through enhancing simulation

FusionEPtalks (see feature below)

Introducing FusionEPtalks

Led by a group of alumni from the European Master of Science in Nuclear Fusion and Engineering
Physics, FusionEPtalks is a student-led webinar platform aimed at promoting the development of nuclear

fusion as a sustainable energy source.

Their mission is to connect scholars, engineers, and enthusiasts around the world by hosting invited talks
and MasterClasses on various topics related to nuclear fusion. Through their platform, they offer a unique

opportunity to engage with leading experts and gain valuable insights into the latest advancements in

fusion energy research.

Stay updated on their upcoming talks and gain access to their new speaker trivia by following them on
LinkedIn. Their webinars are available to watch live or on-demand via their website.

Join them as they work towards shaping the future of sustainable fusion energy through the power of

knowledge-sharing.

Photo of Dhaval, Francis and Paula from their recent
video announcing the return of FusionEPtalks.

EVENTS

Fusion Experience Day 2023 - 6 April

Xcitech School on Science and Technology - 23-28 April

CEA’s FUSION pour TOUS - 19-23 June

Summer School of Plasma Diagnostics, PhDiaFusion 2023 - 19-23 June

12th ITER International School - 26-30 June

UKAEA’s 60th Plasma Physics Summer School - 17-23 July
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